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Aquatic warbler migration – Ringing programmes

Trans-Saharan migrant – 6,000 km twice a year.



Material and Methods

We have studied the migration routes and phenology of the AW along the Spanish Mediterranean 
coastal routes by ringing and published observation data until 2020.

We consulted the following Spanish ringing data banks: ICONA-Madrid, SEO-CMA, ICO and 
Aranzadi.

We used any published observation data for the species ( e-bird, bird news and magazines, and 
other records at social media).



Until 2020, a total of 198 Aquatic Warblers have been ringed on Mediterranean coast with «Museo de 
Ciencias», «ICONA» and «Aranzadi» rings - (142 for the spring period and 56 for autumn). 

Published observations added 161 more records, 112 of which were from spring and 49 from autumn.

These records were mostly made after 2010, despite an increased ringing and birdwatching effort.

We describe a stable sighting average of 6,05 birds per year in the period (1981-2000) against 12,10 birds 
per year in the period (2001 -2020).



The number of records and its annual distribution support the idea of a regular passage of the species through Spanish 
Mediterranean coastal route, both in the autumn and in the spring migrations.

According to our data, In Spring, the Aquatic Warbler seems to follow mainly Mediterranean coastal routes through Spain. (89 
% of the total AW spring records are from the Mediterranean coast)

The AW has also been recorded in autumn, though the scarcity of records (only 4% of the total AW autumn records)suggests 
that only a small proportion of birds actually migrate across Mediterranean coast.

The percentage of juveniles in post -nuptial migration, 80%, similar to that registered in other areas - At autumn the 
proportion of young Aquatic Warblers migrating over the Iberian Peninsula decreased westwards (Miguelez et al, 2014)



Refuelling strategy and Connectivity

It is posible that aquatic warbler leave the fattening áreas at north
africa with just enough fat to cross the Mediterranean Sea to the
their first stopover sites in southeast France mediterranean
coastline.

In Spring at Spain mediterranean coastline, the birds do not make
long stopovers at the sites where ar ringed, out of 142 birds caught
between 1980-2020, only 1 indiviudual were retrapped at the same
site. 

Spanish Mediterranean coastal wetlands are preferably used as 
resting areas during the day.

Two Birds ringed in Poland and Belarus have been recaptured in 
the Albufera and Marjal dels Moros on 2021

Three Birds with rings from stopover countries (France and Belgium
on posnuptial migration) have been recaptured in some wetlands
of north of mediterrean coast in April



It has been recorded in 36 
localities, though most records 
are concentrated northeast of 
mediterrenean coast line in a 
relatively short list: 5 places 
accumulate c. 75% of the 
records.

The main places are: 
Aiguamolls de l'Empordà, 
Delta del Ebro, Prat de 
Cabanes – Torreblanca, Marjal
del Moros and L´Albufera de 
Valencia.

Most sites where AWs were
detected are recognized for 
their biological importance 
and are currently protected 
either as a Nature Reserve or 
as a Special Protection Area, 
though there is no specific 
management for the benefit of 
this species

SPRING AUTUMN



Prat de Cabanes – Torreblanca (Castellón)



Prat de Cabanes – Torreblanca (Castellón)



Geolocator Project – new migration route
(Salewski et al. 2013)



Threats



Thanks you for your attention!!!


